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UCL

UBL

Traditionally mesoscale models have been the most common tool used to 
investigate urban climate

Spatial resolution of the order of 1km, domains up to 100km, simulation times of several days/weeks/years

At this resolution city cannot be resolved explicitly and its effect must be parametrized with 
so called Urban Canopy (UC) schemes embedded in mesoscale models.



First, basic step of any UC scheme is the simplifcation of the urban surfaces

real idealized

equivalent

Advantage: every building behaves in the 
same way and also every street behaves 
in the same way. By computing the 
fluxes for one building and for one street, 
the fluxes for the whole grid cell can be 
easily estimated. 

Thanks to the idealization of urban surfaces, cities are represented by 
few morphological parameters, namely: 

Plan area building density

Mean (and in some cases distribution) 
of building heights.

Vertical area building density

(?)



Where to get the morphological data?



Today, the simplification of the urban surfaces is the main 
obstacle to progress.
With current computational power, we can retain more 
details of the urban morphology and so better resolve 
smaller scales.  

Several approaches are possible. 

Simplest

Mosaic approach, and increase 
vertical resolution just for 
turbulent vertical transport.

LCZ1

LCZ2 LCZ3

Mesoscale grid scale (approx. 1km)

100m approx.
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Change also from idealized 2D to 3D to better represent

some US residential areas?



Integrate fast, and highly parameterized microscale models
with radiation models in mesoscale. 

QUICUrb, M. J Brown

SOLWEIG, F. Linbdberg Better representation of urban structure, better 
characterization of measures

Intermediate



Complex
Fully couple microscale CFD with Mesoscale model

UBL

Very expensive computationally, but maybe with GPUs? 
(Munoz-Esparza’s talk )



Which data are needed?

LCZs probably not enough. More details on urban morphology are needed.

More global data available at high resolution

Detailed morphology from 
Dan Aliaga, Purdue (?).

Possible sources, beyond city specific datasets

Globus effort (UT group)



Continental to global scales

At this scale and resolution, LCZ are probably enough



Thermal and optical properties of buildings

Integrate information from Building Energy/Indoor studies.

Heat generation inside the buildings from 
Building energy use

Many data exists and are freely available, for example from EnergyPlus. They need to be “translated” to units and 
framework needed in Urban Canopy Paramerizations.



Strategies
How to characterize them from the point of view of models?

Cool pavementsSelective emitters
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Links to models that can represent people movements and activities. Coupling with Agent-
Based models (?).

Flows of 
people in 
the city

Anthropogenic emissions of heat and pollutants

Atmospheric
conditions

People’s activity

New devices that can be used to monitor people movements and environmental variables
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Microscale models Mesoscale models Global models

Building energy models Roof top solar panel models Urban vegetation models

Agent based models Biometereological models Urban development models



Thank you


